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Abstract

In this paper the combined fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem with

limited availability of ships in liner shipping is considered. A composite solution approach

is proposed in which the ports are first aggregated into port clusters to reduce the problem

size. When the cargo flows are disaggregated, a feeder service network is introduced to

ship the cargo within a port cluster. The solution method is tested on a problem instance

containing 58 ports on the Asia-Europe trade lane of Maersk. The best obtained profit

gives an improvement of more than 10% compared to the reference network based on the

Maersk network.
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1. Introduction

Seaborne shipping is the most important mode of transport in international trade.

More than 80% of the international trade in 2010 is transported over sea (UNCTAD

(2010)). In comparison to other modes of freight transport, like truck, aircraft, train and

pipeline, ships are preferred for moving large amounts of cargo over long distances.

In the shipping market, three types of operations are distinguished: tramp shipping,

industrial shipping and liner shipping (Lawrence (1972)). Tramp ships do not have a

fixed schedule and are used for immediate deliveries where the most profitable freight is

available. Therefore, the activities in tramp shipping are very irregular. In industrial

shipping the cargo owner controls the ship and the objective becomes to minimize the

cost of shipping. In liner shipping, ships follow a fixed route within a fixed time schedule;

this is most common in the container trade.

The decision making in liner shipping can be distinguished on three different levels:

the strategic, tactical and operational planning levels (Agarwal & Ergun (2008)). In the

strategic planning level the optimal fleet-design is determined. This means that both

the optimal number of ships in a fleet and the optimal ship sizes are determined in this

level. This stage is very important, because the capital and operating cost in the (liner)
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shipping industry are very high. The ship-scheduling problem is solved in the tactical

planning level. In this level, the service network is designed by creating ship routes and

allocating the available ships to these routes. Finally, in the operational planning stage,

it is determined which cargo is transported and which route(s) are used to ship the cargo.

This problem is also referred to as the cargo-routing problem. The decisions made in a

planning level influence the decision making in the other levels. Therefore, it could be

profitable to solve the problems on the different levels simultaneously.

1.1. Literature review

Over the last decades, maritime transport has become a more popular field of research.

In 1983 the first survey on ship routing and scheduling was published (Ronen (1983)). This

survey gives a detailed overview on the research performed on ship routing and scheduling

in the period before 1983. In a sequel, Ronen (1993) provides a detailed summary of

published research on ship scheduling and related problem in the period from 1983-1993.

Next, the survey of Christiansen et al. (2004) describes the major developments in the

ship routing and scheduling problems in the period from 1994-2004. Finally, Wang &

Meng (2011) give an overview of the most important existing literature on liner shipping

studies and propose directions for further research.

Little research is performed on the determination of the optimal fleet design. Fagerholt

(1999) develop a 3-phase solution approach to optimize the fleet size in liner shipping

networks in which all feasible routes are generated and combined. Thereafter, the optimal

fleet size is determined using a set partitioning problem, which is also solved in this

phase. Powell & Perakis (1997) use an integer programming model to optimize the fleet

deployment for a liner shipping company. They compare the results to the results obtained

with a linear programming model. When using a linear programming model, manipulation

of the results is needed to guarantee integer solutions. Both solution approaches become

time consuming when the problem becomes larger.

Song et al. (2007) discuss a cargo allocation model with two objectives. The first

objective is to minimize the unassigned cargo volume. The second objective is to minimize

total costs corresponding to a given minimal unassigned cargo volume. Because the model

is very difficult to solve by analytical methods, the solution space is first truncated.

Thereafter, the authors select priority rules and make use of heuristics to find solutions

of the model.

Most research is related to the combined ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem.

First, Rana & Vickson (1991) and Fagerholt (2004) present integer programming problems

to solve the combined ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem. They are able to solve

small instances in a reasonable amount of time, but for larger instances their methods

become too time consuming.
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Next, some research exists in which mathematical programming methods, like Benders

decomposition, are used to solve the combined ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem

(see for example Agarwal & Ergun (2008), Álvarez (2009) and Gelareh & Pisinger (2011)).

These methods can be used to solve some very small instances to optimality, but for larger

instances heuristic methods are still needed.

1.2. Contribution and outline

The objective of this study is to develop a service network in liner shipping. The

service network should consist of a set of routes, the allocation of ships to the routes, the

sailing speed of the ships on each route and the allocation of cargo over the routes. We

assume that the liner shipping company is free to select the ships it needs to cover the

routes, but we impose a maximum number of routes to which certain ship sizes can be

allocated to prevent that only very large ships will be allocated in the network. In other

words, our goal is to solve the fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problems

simultaneously, where we consider the case with limited availability of ships.

In comparison to the current literature, our main contribution is to provide a solution

approach for the integrated network design problem, in which we incorporate methods for

fleet-design, ship-scheduling, speed-selection and cargo-routing. Since large liner shipping

companies have to change their networks quite often, this integrated problem is essential

in the current economy. In our test set, substantial savings can be obtained by solving

the network design problem in an integrated way.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the problem is defined in more detail.

Next, in Section 3 the methods used to solve the combined problem are proposed. Section

4 describes results from a case study and in Section 5 the main conclusions from this

research are drawn.

2. Problem formulation

We consider the combined fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem

with limited availability of ships. In this section, first the three individual problems are

described. Thereafter, a formulation of the combined problem is given.

2.1. Fleet-design problem

The goal of the fleet-design problem is to determine the optimal composition of the

fleet. In this problem, both the number and the size of ships in the fleet have to be

determined. For the shipping company it is important to determine the optimal fleet

design, because the costs related to the fleet are very high. Costs related to the fleet

composition can be distinguished in two types: fixed cost (e.g. Capital Expenditures

(CAPEX)) and variable cost (e.g. Operating Expenditures (OPEX)).
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In this paper, we investigate the optimal fleet design of a liner shipping company, so we

do not consider an initial fleet. Therefore, the company can choose ships freely, although

the number of routes that can be performed with ships is limited for each ship size. In

this way, we prevent unrealistic outcomes with many large ships in the fleet. Finally, we

assume that all ships are available at the beginning of the planning period.

The underlying route network and demand have to be considered when determining

the fleet composition of a liner shipping company. However, the fleet design is determined

for 10-20 years, because of the high cost incurred by replacing a ship. In such a period, the

demand structure can change, which can cause changes in the route network. Therefore,

when determining the optimal fleet design, both present and future demand have to be

considered.

Economies of scale are another important factor in purchasing new ships. Larger ships

usually have lower transportation cost per TEU than smaller ships. However, the fixed

cost of larger ships are higher than that of smaller ships. The demand on the route that

the ship will serve also influence the decision of the ship size.

2.2. Ship-scheduling problem

In the ship-scheduling problem, the service network has to be designed. A service

network consists of a set of ship routes and the allocation of ships to the routes. Further-

more, the optimal sailing speed has to be determined for each ship route. A ship route

is a sequence of ports that are visited by a ship. The ship routes are cyclic and consist

of a westbound and an eastbound trip. Each port can be visited at most once on the

westbound trip and at most once on the eastbound trip. So, ports can be visited twice

on a ship route.

The allocation of ships to routes can be restricted, because for example a port on the

route cannot handle a certain type of ship. Once a ship is allocated to a certain route, it

will serve this route during the whole planning horizon. Most shipping companies operate

schedules in which each route is served once a week to maintain a customer base and

to provide customers with a regular schedule (Agarwal & Ergun (2008)). Therefore, in

general the number of ships needed for one ship route has to be at least equal to the

number of weeks needed to complete an entire round tour (rounded above). In this paper

we will also require weekly route schedules.

2.3. Cargo-routing problem

In the cargo-routing problem, the shipping company makes two decisions. They decide

which demands they accept and which routes are used to transport this cargo from the

origin to the destination port. When the cargo-routing problem is solved as an individual

problem, the service network is assumed to be known beforehand. Our goal is to maximize
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the profit for one shipping company, so competition is not investigated. Revenues are

obtained by transporting cargo between their origin and destination port. However, costs

are also incurred by the transportation of the cargo. For some demand pairs the revenue

that can be obtained will not exceed the cost incurred by transporting the cargo. This

demand will then be rejected by the shipping company. Furthermore, it is possible that

some profitable demands are rejected because other demands are more profitable.

When the demand of a demand pair is (partly) satisfied, the cargo will be picked up

in the origin port and delivered at the destination port. When the origin port is visited

on several ship routes, it has to be determined to which route the cargo is allocated. The

same holds for the destination port. Some origin and destination ports will be visited on

the same ship route, while other cargos have to be transhipped to other routes for which

costs are incurred. All these decisions are made in the cargo-routing problem.

2.4. Combined fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem

The decisions made in the three individual problems affect the decision making in

the other problems as well. For example, when the service network is determined in the

ship-scheduling problem, the network structure and capacity limits for the cargo-routing

problem are set. This implies that a bad choice of service network in the ship-scheduling

phase can result into lower profits in the cargo-routing phase. Therefore, it may be

profitable to consider the individual problems at the same time.

In the combined fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem, all decisions

explained above in the three individual problems have to be taken at the same time.

The problem becomes to construct a service network and determine the routes used to

transport cargo such that the profit is maximized given a certain demand matrix and

cost/revenue data. In this research, we limit the available ships that we can use in the

service network. Therefore, we only try to select the best ships out of the available ships

instead of solving the fleet-design problem from scratch. Here, we assume that the possible

ship types are given with known characteristics.

In this paper we only include ship-related cost into the combined network design

problem, which is essential to answer strategic questions for liner shipping companies. In

practice, liner shipping companies also incur several other costs, such as administrative

costs, costs related to the sales organization or headquarters. However, since we have no

data on these costs, we leave them out of consideration.

3. Solution algorithm

In this section, we discuss the main ideas of the methods used to solve the combined

fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem. For a more detailed description

of the methods, we refer to Electronic Supplementary Material E. Since the combined
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fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-routing problem is too large to solve efficiently and

there is a lot of interaction between the different subproblems, we choose to aggregate

the ports in the model and use a composite approach to solve the combined problem.

Thereto, in Section 3.1, the method to aggregate ports is described. Next, in Section 3.2

we propose a method that generates initial feasible ship schedules and in Section 3.3 we

construct a model that is able to optimally allocate the cargo to the available ships given

these ship schedules. After solving the cargo routing model, the aggregated ports have

to be disaggregated, which is explained in Section 3.4. To do this, we introduce feeder

services to ship the cargo between the central port in a port cluster and all other ports

of the same cluster. Finally, the genetic algorithm, described in Section 3.5, will generate

new feasible ship schedules and this process will be repeated until a certain stopping

criterion is met. Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the solution algorithm.

Aggregation
algorithm (3.1)

Genetic algorithm to
change networks (3.5)

Disaggregation
algorithm (3.4)

Stopping criterion met?

End

Yes

No

Initial networks
(3.2.1)

Cargo routing
(3.3)

Speed optimi-
zation (3.2.2)

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the solution algorithm

3.1. Aggregation of ports

In Section 3.3, we will describe a linear programming model that can be used to solve

the cargo routing over the ship routes. When the problem instance becomes larger, the

computational time of the cargo routing model increases rapidly. Thus, for large problem

instances, it is very time consuming to solve the cargo routing model repeatedly. The size

of the problem instance decreases when the number of ports is reduced. Therefore, the
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computational time of the cargo routing model can be decreased by reducing the number

of ports. It depends on the computational time of the cargo routing model to which

number of ports the problem has to be reduced.

In a model with aggregated ports, ships stop only once per cluster. For each port

cluster, the stop should always be at the same place. Therefore, three major decisions

have to be made during the aggregation process. First, the ports that are aggregated into

a port cluster have to be determined. Next, one of the ports in a cluster has to be chosen

as the central port (the port of the cluster where ships will make their port visit). Finally,

the data of individual ports have to be aggregated to port cluster data.

Ports are aggregated based on their mutual distance. Ports that are relatively near to

each other are clustered. An upper bound on the distance between two ports that belong

to the same cluster can be imposed. To avoid problems, we consider the distance of a

port that we will add to the cluster to the central port in the comparison. Thus, first the

central port of the cluster has to be determined. Thereto, we make three lists of ports

based on their expected yearly throughput. If a port has an expected yearly throughput

that is at least twice as large as the average expected yearly throughput over all ports, the

port is added to the list containing central ports. Furthermore, a list of ports that are not

allowed to be central ports (noncentral ports) contains all ports that have a throughput

that is at most one fifth of the average throughput. The last list consists of all remaining

(intermediary) ports. At the end of the aggregation phase, when it is known which ports

will be clustered into one port cluster, the decision of the central port in the cluster is

reconsidered. The final central port in the cluster will be the port for which the expected

cluster transhipment costs are minimized. The expected cluster transhipment cost will

be determined by the product of the transhipment cost per TEU of the central port and

the total expected yearly throughput of all noncentral ports in the cluster (as long as the

maximum distance restriction is still satisfied). These lists can now be used to design the

clusters as will be explained in the remainder of this section.

First, we create a cluster for each port on the central port list. The ports of the other

two lists that are within the maximum distance to their closest central port are added

to the corresponding cluster. If there are intermediary ports remaining that are not yet

added to one of the clusters, a new cluster is created for the largest intermediary port,

which becomes a central port. All intermediary and noncentral ports that are closest to

this port (compared to the other central ports) and within the maximum distance are

added to this new cluster (if a port was already allocated to one of the other clusters,

it is removed from this old cluster). This is repeated until all intermediary ports are

allocated to a cluster. Finally, if there are still some noncentral ports remaining, they

are allocated to the cluster they are closest to. Note that in this last step the maximum
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distance between ports in the same cluster is exceeded. However, since these ports have

very little demand, it is probably quite costly to visit them on the main routes. Ships

on the main network are generally larger (and thus more expensive) than ships on feeder

services. Furthermore, the additional handling costs on the feeder network cannot be

high, since the demand is low. Therefore, we decide to add these ports to an existing

cluster instead of introducing a new cluster for them, forcing them to be visited on the

main network.

Thus, the central port of a cluster is mainly chosen based on a combination of expected

yearly throughput and transhipment cost. However, the distance to other ports also

indirectly influences the central ports, because a maximum distance from a central port

to all other ports in the cluster is imposed. Therefore, ports in regions with less throughput

are still candidates to become a central port. Probably , some ports exist that are preferred

to become central ports based on their location (such as Singapore), but are located in a

region with less throughput. These ports will become central ports if they are the largest

port in their region (unless the transhipment costs for these ports are too high). However,

it is possible that another port in the region is larger, but has a worse location. In this

case, our algorithm will select the larger port to be the central port. If we want to avoid

this, it is possible to include a distance measure, that gives an indication of the amount

of additional nautical miles that has to be sailed to visit the port on a route, in the

determination of central ports. Furthermore, noncentral ports that are added to a cluster

will in first instance be visited on a feeder network. However, in our solution approach,

they can be added to the main route network in a later stage of the algorithm. Thus,

if a noncentral port is located along a main route, this noncentral port will probably be

added to the main route, saving (a part of) the feeder costs to serve this port on the

feeder network.

Finally, we have to aggregate the individual port data into port cluster data. Relevant

port data in the model are: distance, demand, port cost, transhipment cost, (un)loading

cost and port time. The distance, costs and port time only depend on the port at which

the ship stops. Therefore, for these data the port cluster data is the same as the individual

port data of the central port. The demand data also depends on the demand of the other

ports in the cluster. Cluster demand equals the sum of the individual port demand in

the cluster. Note that demand between ports in the same cluster disappears during the

aggregation process. This demand can be reviewed after the disaggregation process.

3.2. Designing an initial liner shipping network

In our research we consider routes in which ports can be visited at most once on the

eastbound and at most once on the westbound trip. Furthermore, we clustered ports into

port clusters, so we reduced the maximum number of visits on a route. Since there are
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not that many port clusters, they are generally not very close to each other, such that a

natural geographical order can be obtained. Using this order, we generate initial routes

and determine the optimal speed on each route.

3.2.1. Generate initial routes

Initial routes are generated at random. First, we determine randomly the number of

routes in the network between a minimum and maximum. Thereafter, for each route in the

network, a cluster is called with a certain probability. Thus, we determine in geographical

order at random whether a cluster will be visited or not. The routes obtained using

this method are not always feasible routes. Therefore, we check during the generation

of the routes whether they satisfy the following three conditions and change them when

necessary.

The first condition is that the beginning cluster of each route should be equal to the

end cluster, so that a round tour is made. If this is not satisfied, the beginning or end

cluster is adjusted, so that this condition is met. The second condition is that the two

middle clusters of the routes should be unequal, because otherwise the same cluster is

visited twice in a row. we remove one of the middle clusters if this condition is violated.

The last condition is that the route length is at least equal to the minimum route length.

If this condition is violated for a certain route, this route is deleted.

Finally, a ship type is allocated to the ship route. Thereto, we select randomly a ship

type from the set of available ship types. Note that this set has to be updated when the

last available ship of a certain type is allocated to a route. In this case, the ship type is

removed from the set of available ship types.

Using the above procedure a network is obtained with a random number of feasible

routes. This network can be used to run the cargo allocation model and obtain the

different flows. Later on, the networks will be changed using a genetic algorithm based

method, so that better networks are constructed.

3.2.2. Determine optimal speed

When the routes and capacities of the liner ships are known, it is possible to determine

the optimal speed of the liner ship serving a certain route. In this section, the method to

determine this optimal speed will be explained.

Consider a route of the route network and the capacity of the liner ship used to serve

this route. To maintain a weekly frequency, the number of ships needed will always

equal the route duration, thus more ships are needed for lower sailing speeds. For each

integer number of weeks between the minimum and maximum route duration (based on

the maximum and minimum speed respectively, where the route duration may not exceed

the maximum route duration imposed in the model), we calculate the cost of sailing the
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route in the given number of weeks. These costs include the capital, operating and fuel

costs. After we calculated the costs for all feasible route durations, we select the route

duration and corresponding speed that is associated to the lowest costs.

Thus, we determine the optimal sailing speed by a simple enumeration procedure.

We will repeat this procedure for each route to obtain the optimal sailing speed for each

individual route.

3.3. Cargo Routing Model

In the cargo-routing problem, we want to allocate the cargo flows over the route

network given the origin-destination demand matrix and capacities on the routes. The

cargo-routing problem can then be formulated as a multi-commodity flow problem, for

which the linear programming formulation is given below. We will refer to this model as

the cargo routing model (CRM). Introduce the following sets:

h ∈ H Set of ports.

t ∈ T ⊆ H Set of transhipment ports.

s ∈ S Set of ship routes.

j ∈ J Indicator set denoting whether a ship passes both ports h1 ∈ H and

h2 ∈ H on ship route s ∈ S, where j = (h1, h2, s).

k ∈ K Indicator set denoting whether port h2 ∈ H is directly visited after

port h1 ∈ H on ship route s ∈ S, where k = (h1, h2, s).

The following parameters are used in the model:

rh1,h2
Revenue of transporting one TEU from port h1 ∈ H to port h2 ∈ H.

ctt Cost of transhipping one TEU in transhipment port t ∈ T .

chh Cost of (un)loading one TEU in origin or destination port h ∈ H.

dh1,h2
Demand with origin port h1 ∈ H and destination port h2 ∈ H.

bs Capacity on ship route s ∈ S.

I
path

h1,h2,h3,h4,s
0/1 parameter that takes the value 1 if a ship passes consecutive ports

h3 ∈ H and h4 ∈ H when sailing from port h1 ∈ H to port h2 ∈ H

on ship route s ∈ S.

In the model formulation, we distinguish between direct flows and transhipment flows.

Direct flows are cargo flows between the origin and destination port of a demand pair for

which no transhipment movement has to be made. Cargo flows for which transhipment

movements are necessary are called transhipment flows. Now, we introduce the following
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decision variables:

xh1,h2,s Cargo flow on ship route s ∈ S between consecutive ports h1 ∈ H and

h2 ∈ H.

xod
h1,h2,s

Direct cargo flow on ship route s ∈ S between ports h1 ∈ H and h2 ∈ H.

xot
h1,t,h2,s

Transhipment flow on ship route s ∈ S between port h1 ∈ H and

transhipment port t ∈ T with destination port h2 ∈ H.

xtd
t,h,s1,s2

Transhipment flow on ship route s2 ∈ S between transhipment port t ∈ T

and destination port h ∈ H, where the flow to transhipment port t ∈ T

was transported on ship route s1 ∈ S.

xtt
t1,t2,h,s1,s2

Transhipment flow on ship route s2 ∈ S between transhipment port t1 ∈ T

and transhipment port t2 ∈ T with destination port h ∈ H, where the

flow to transhipment port t1 ∈ T was transported on ship route s1 ∈ S.

xtot
h1,h2,s

Total cargo flow on ship route s ∈ S between ports h1 ∈ H and h2 ∈ H.

Now, we can give the linear programming formulation.

max
∑

h1∈H

∑

h2∈H

∑

s∈S

rh1,h2

(

xod
h1,h2,s

+
∑

t∈T

xot
h1,t,h2,s

)

−
∑

h1∈H

chh1

(

∑

t∈T

∑

h2∈H

∑

s∈S

[

xot
h1,t,h2,s

+ xot
h2,t,h1,s

]

+
∑

h2∈H

∑

s∈S

[

xod
h1,h2,s

+ xod
h2,h1,s

]

)

−
∑

t1∈T

ctt1

(

∑

t2∈T

∑

h2∈H

∑

s1∈S

∑

s2∈S

xtt
t1,t2,h2,s1,s2

+
∑

h2∈H

∑

s1∈S

∑

s2∈S

xtd
t1,h2,s1,s2

)

(1)
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subject to

∑

t∈T

∑

s∈S

xot
h1,t,h2,s

+
∑

s∈S

xod
h1,h2,s

≤ dh1,h2
h1 ∈ H, h2 ∈ H (2)

xh1,h2,s ≤ bs (h1, h2, s) ∈ K (3)
∑

h1∈H

xot
h1,t1,h2,s1

+
∑

t2∈T

∑

s2∈S

xtt
t2,t1,h2,s2,s1

−
∑

s2∈S

xtd
t1,h2,s1,s2

−
∑

t2∈T

∑

s2∈S

xtt
t1,t2,h2,s1,s2

= 0 (t1, h2, s) ∈ J (4)

xh1,h2,s −
∑

h3∈H

∑

h4∈H

xtot
h3,h4,s

I
path

h3,h4,h1,h2,s
= 0 (h1, h2, s) ∈ K (5)

xtot
h1,h2,s1

− xod
h1,h2,s1

−
∑

h3∈H

xot
h1,h2,h3,s1

−
∑

s2∈S

xtd
h1,h2,s2,s1

−
∑

h3∈H

∑

s2∈S

xtt
h1,h2,h3,s2,s1

= 0 h1 ∈ H, h2 ∈ H, s1 ∈ S (6)

xh1,h2,s ≥ 0 (h1, h2, s) ∈ K (7)

xod
h1,h2,s

≥ 0 h1 ∈ H, h2 ∈ H, s ∈ S (8)

xtt
t1,t2,h,s1,s2

≥ 0 h ∈ H, s1 ∈ S, (t1, t2, s2) ∈ J (9)

xtd
t,h,s1,s2

≥ 0 s1 ∈ S, (t, h, s2) ∈ J (10)

xot
h1,t,h2,s

≥ 0 h2 ∈ H, (h1, t, s) ∈ J (11)

The objective (1) of the cargo routing problem is to maximize total profit. Profit is

given by the revenue minus the costs. The costs only consist of (un)loading cost and

transhipping cost, because the route network is given, so all other costs are fixed and can

be subtracted afterwards.

Constraints (2) ensure that the total cargo shipped from one port to another does not

exceed the demand of that port combination. Next, Constraints (3) make sure that the

total load of a ship between each two consecutive ports does not exceed the capacity of

the ship. Constraints (4) ensure that the flow to a transhipment port with destination

port h2∈ H has to equal the flow from that transhipment port to port h2. In other words,

they make sure that all flow unloaded to be transhipped, will also be loaded on another

route. Constraints (5) define the the amount of flow between two consecutive ports and

Constraints (6) define the total flow between each two ports in the same cycle. Finally,

Constraints (7)-(11) guarantee a nonnegative flow between each two ports.

3.4. Disaggregation method

The cargo routing model can be executed with the clusters as determined in Section

3.1 as input. We will obtain cargo flows between the clusters as output from the cargo

routing model. In practice, it is necessary to know the exact route of each load from
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the origin port to the destination port. Therefore, we first have to determine the real

origin and destination ports of each cargo flow. Thereafter, we will use feeder services to

ship the cargo from the origin to the destination port in the cluster, so a feeder network

has to be constructed. The problem of constructing a feeder network is similar to the

vehicle routing problem with pickups and deliveries (see for example Berbeglia et al.

(2007) for an overview). Nagy & Salhi (2005) provide some routines that can be used to

improve existing routes for this problem. When constructing the feeder service, in first

instance, a feeder service is added from the central port in the cluster to each other port

belonging to the cluster. Thereafter, the feeder routes will be improved, for which we

will use a method to decrease the ship sizes on the feeder routes, a method comparable

to the SWITCH routine discussed in Nagy & Salhi (2005) and a method in which feeder

ports are added to the main route network. Figure 2 shows an schematic overview of the

disaggregation method.

Construct initial

feeder network (3.3.1)
Add ports to main

route (3.3.5)

Reduce feeder

capacity (3.3.2)

Add ports to main

route (3.3.5)

Exchange ports

feeder routes (3.3.3)

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the disaggregation method

3.4.1. Constructing initial feeder network

The cargo flow between each pair of clusters is obtained from the CRM model. For

each cluster, we know which ports belong to this cluster. For each port pair with origin

port in the origin cluster and destination port in the destination cluster, we can determine

the revenue of transporting cargo between these ports. Furthermore, we know the demand

between these two ports. Then, the disaggregation is done by repeatedly allocating as

much cargo as possible to the port pair with the highest revenue until the total cargo flow

is allocated. Because the cluster demand equals the sum of the individual port demand of

the ports in the cluster and all possible combinations of port pairs with origin in the origin

cluster and destination in the destination cluster are considered in the disaggregation

method, the total transhipped cargo is always fully allocated using this method. Finally,

this procedure is repeated for all combinations of two port clusters of the cargo routing

model.
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When all combinations are considered and the cargo routing between each two real

ports is known, the size of the feeder services can be determined. In first instance, for

each noncentral port in a cluster, a feeder service is made. This feeder ship will then

sail from the central port of the cluster to the noncentral and back to the central port.

The size of the ship can be obtained when considering the cargo transhipped from and

to the noncentral port. These amounts will not be on the ship at the same time, so the

maximum of the amount of cargo transhipped to and the amount transhipped from the

noncentral port is the maximum load on the feeder ship. We will then use the ship that

has minimal size but can still transport the maximum load. Note that only feeder services

that sail with a frequency of once a week are considered. Exemptions are only made for

ports that are placed in a cluster because their demand is too low, but cannot be served

within one week with a direct feeder route from the central port of the cluster. For these

ports, we can maintain a weekly frequency by assigning more than one ship to the route.

However, this can be more costly, because more ships are needed. Therefore, in these

cases we allow ports to be visited only once every two weeks if this is cheaper. Thus, we

compare the costs of visiting the port every week (using two feeder ships for that route)

with the costs of visiting the port every week (such that only one feeder ship is needed

for the route).

3.4.2. Reducing the size of a feeder service

In this section, we describe the method used to reduce the size of the existing feeder

services by reallocating the origin and/or destination port of a cluster cargo obtained

from the cargo routing model. Each time, we select a port pair and consider the cargo

flow from the origin to the destination port. When we start, all feeder services are direct

services between the central port in a cluster and a noncentral port in the same cluster.

In this case, only two cases have to be distinguished when reducing the size of a feeder

service. The noncentral port can be the origin port of a cargo flow, in which case the

cargo is on board when the ship sails from the noncentral port to the central port of the

cluster or the noncentral port is the destination port of a cargo flow and the cargo is on

board when the ship sails from the central to the noncentral port. In both cases, the

cargo is only at one of the two legs on board, so only one leg has to be considered for

each cargo flow. However, when ports are exchanged between feeder services, some feeder

services are created that visit more than one noncentral port. In this case more legs have

to be considered when a cargo flow is viewed. This makes the size reducing process more

complicated.

The next algorithm describes the steps that have to be performed to determine the

increase in profit when the size of a feeder service is reduced. The algorithm will be

performed for each cluster separately. Note that no real changes are made in the algorithm.
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So, when the algorithm starts over in step 1, the data is still the same as at the beginning.

If a change is mentioned in the algorithm it is a temporarily change, which only holds

during one iteration of the algorithm. In Electronic Supplementary Material E a more

detailed explanation of the steps in the algorithm can be found.

1. Consider a feeder service in the cluster. Determine the capacity of the feeder service

when it is reduced by one size.

2. Determine the reduction needed on each leg of the feeder service.

3. Repeat the following as long as the sum of the reduction needed over all legs is

larger than 0 and not all port combinations are considered.

(a) Exchange as much cargo as possible between the port combinations that are

not yet considered and have the lowest revenue decrease.

(b) Update the reduction needed on each leg.

4. Check whether the sum of the reduction needed is 0.

(a) If the sum is 0, determine the increase in profit when the exchanges are per-

formed.

i. If the increase in profit is higher than the highest increase found earlier,

save the new increase in profit and the reallocation of demand needed to

decrease the feeder size.

(b) Else, the reduction is not possible.

5. If all feeder services are considered, then stop. Else, return to step 1.

3.4.3. Exchanging a port between two feeder services

In this step a port is exchanged between two feeder services. The cargo allocation

does not change during this step, so the revenue and feeder handling costs will also not

change. Because the costs on the main route will also stay the same, the only changes

will occur in the feeder capital, operating and fuel costs. Finding a profitable exchange

corresponds now to finding an exchange for which these feeder costs are reduced.

We will explain the method used to exchange ports using an algorithm. A more

detailed description of the steps of the algorithm can again be found in Electronic Sup-

plementary Material E. Again, the algorithm will be executed for each cluster separately

and the changes made in the algorithm are only temporarily changes. In this case, each

time the algorithm returns to step 4 or step 1, the data is the same as at the beginning.

The real changes are only made in the third step of the method (the comparison).

1. Consider two feeder services, F1 and F2 in the cluster.

2. Determine all noncentral ports that are served by the feeder service F1.

3. Determine all consecutive port combinations on feeder service F2.
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4. Repeat the following steps as long as not all combinations of a noncentral port and

a consecutive port combination are considered.

(a) Select a combination of a noncentral port N and a consecutive port combination

(P1, P2).

(b) Remove port combination (P1, P2) from feeder service F2 and add the combin-

ations (P1, N) and (N,P2) to F2. Furthermore, remove port N from feeder

service F1.

(c) Determine the new loads on and capacities of feeder services F1 and F2.

(d) Determine the increase in profit obtained by adding port N between ports P1

and P2 on feeder service F2.

i. If the increase in profit is higher than the highest increase found earlier,

save F1, F2, N, P1, P2 and the new highest increase in profit.

5. If all combinations of two feeder services in the same cluster are considered, then

stop. Else, return to step 1.

3.4.4. Comparison

After the first two steps, both the most profitable reduction in the size of a feeder

service and the most profitable exchange of a port between feeder services are known.

Furthermore, the amount of increase in profit is known for both changes. Note, that the

increase in profit can also be negative, which corresponds to a decrease in profit (loss),

because it is not checked in the first two steps whether the increase in profit is positive

or not. First check which increase in profit is the highest, that of the reduction in size or

that of the port exchange. If the increase is positive, make the changes that corresponds

to the increase. So, if the highest increase in profit is obtained by a reduction in the

size of a feeder ship, reduce the saved feeder ship by one size and reallocate the demand

necessarily to make this reduction possible. However, if the highest increase is obtained

by a port exchange, remove the saved port from the first saved feeder service and add

this port between the saved combination on the second saved feeder service. Finally, if a

profitable change is made, go back to the first step, otherwise the feeder network cannot

be improved further using this method, so stop.

Note that reducing the capacity on a feeder service or exchanging a port between feeder

services influences the effect of future changes in the feeder network. For example, when

the capacity on a feeder service is reduced, it might not be possible to add an additional

port on that feeder service anymore, because the increase in flow over the feeder service

would exceed the new lower capacity. Thus, if we do not make the right change in first

instance, it is possible that we block some very profitable changes in the feeder network.

Therefore, we consider first all possible changes, before we make the most profitable one

and start over again. However, changes on different clusters can be performed at the same
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time, because they are independent of each other. Thus, the algorithm is performed for

each cluster separately.

3.4.5. Add ports to main route

Next, we investigate whether it is profitable to add some ports to the main route

and thereby reducing the size of the feeder routes serving those ports. At the moment,

only the central port of a cluster is visited on the main routes of the route network. All

other ports are served by a feeder service. However, some noncentral ports exist, which

also have a large amount of cargo handling movements. Now the flows are known, it can

be calculated whether it is profitable to visit these noncentral ports on one of the main

routes. A part of the cargo flows from and to these ports can then be transported over the

main routes. This diminishes the flow on the feeder service networks, which can reduce

the costs of the feeder network. Ports can be visited both on one or more main routes

and on a feeder route.

The method is performed once before and once after the method to decrease the feeder

network. When it is performed before reducing the feeder network, the exact feeder costs

are not yet known. Therefore, in this case only the decrease in feeder (un)loading cost

are seen as cost reduction, where also the capital, operating and fuel costs are considered

when the feeder network is already decreased.

The next algorithm gives a brief description of the method used to investigate whether

ports should be added to main routes or not. In this algorithm, changes are only made

in step 6. So, changes in other steps of the algorithm are only temporarily. When the

algorithm returns to a previous step, the changes are undone. In Electronic Supplementary

Material E the method is explained in more detail.

1. Consider a main route and determine the clusters that are visited on that main

route.

2. Consider one of those clusters.

3. Determine which (noncentral) ports that belong to the cluster are not yet visited

on the considered main route.

4. Determine the consecutive port combinations on the main route for which at least

one of the ports belongs to the cluster.

5. Repeat the following steps as long as not all combinations of noncentral ports and

consecutive port combinations are considered.

(a) Select a combination of a noncentral port N and a port combination (P1, P2).

(b) Remove port combination (P1, P2) from the main route and add the combina-

tions (P1, N) and (N,P2) to the route.
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(c) Determine the new loads on the main route and on the feeder service serving

port N after reallocating as much cargo from and to port N as possible to the

main route.

(d) Determine the increase in profit obtained by adding port N between ports P1

and P2 at the main route. If the increase in profit is higher than the highest

increase in profit obtained earlier, save the new highest increase, the considered

cluster and main route and ports N,P1 and P2.

6. In this step a port is finally added to a route.

(a) Consider first all clusters and all routes and add thereafter the most profitable

port to the main route.

i. Return to step 2 as long as not all clusters are considered.

ii. Return to step 1 as long as not all routes are considered.

iii. Add the most profitable port at the most profitable place to the main route

if the increase in profit is larger than 0.

iv. If a profitable change is made in step 6(a)iii, return to step 1, else stop.

3.5. Designing a new route network

Even if only a few ports are included in the problem, a lot of different route networks

can be constructed. Since it is impossible to generate and evaluate all possible networks

and the performance of comparable networks will probably also be comparable, we use

a genetic algorithm based method to change the route networks. The representation of

a route in this study is a binary string consisting R (2C − 1) 0/1 elements, where R is

the number of routes in a network and C the number of port clusters found after the

aggregation phase. So, 2C − 1 are the possible stops of a ship on a route. When the

element corresponding to port cluster c ≤ 2C − 1 and route r ≤ R has value 1, port

cluster c is called on route r. Furthermore, the capacity of the ship that will serve the

route is stored in the representation. A route network then corresponds with a set of

routes.

The following operators are used to change the route network: elitism, crossover and

mutation. In the elitism step the best route network(s) of the current iteration are selected

and are placed unchanged in the network set of the next iteration. Elitism ensures that the

performance of the best network in the next iteration cannot be decreased in comparison

to the best network in the current iteration.

For the crossover and mutation operators, we will use roulette wheel selection to

select networks from the current set. Two different crossover methods are used: uniform

and route crossover. In both crossover method two existing networks are selected and

changed into two new networks. In the uniform crossover methods, each 0/1 value of

the strings in each route of the network is with equal probability exchanged between
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the two selected networks or not exchanged. Similar, the capacities of the routes are

with equal probability exchanged or not. Finally, the routes are made feasible using the

method earlier described and it is checked whether the ship types allocated to the routes

in the networks still satisfy the available fleet constraint. In the route crossover method,

existing routes are not changed, but only exchanged between the selected route networks.

We randomly select a cut point, after which the routes including capacities of the two

selected networks are exchanged. All routes that occur in the new route networks that are

created using the route crossover method are always feasible, because they are unchanged

according to the routes in the current iteration. However, the fleet composition of the

networks can violate the available fleet constraint. Thus, we check whether this happens

and exchange route with allocated ships where necessarily.

Finally, the mutation method changes the value of some elements. When a route

network is selected, some elements corresponding to a route and a port cluster are selected

at random. The selected ports are added to the route when they are not visited on the

current route. On the other hand, when the ports are visited on the current route, they

are deleted from the route. Furthermore, the feasibility of the route has to be checked,

because the mutation operator can make routes infeasible. The capacity of a certain route

will also be changed with a certain probability. The new capacity will then be randomly

chosen from the existing, still available, capacities. When the capacity of the routes can

also be changed, more feasible route networks will be considered.

4. Case study

We apply the proposed algorithm to design a service network that consists of 58 ports

on the Asia-Europe trade lane. Most data is based on the service network of Maersk on the

Asia-Europe trade lane during spring 2010. It is difficult to obtain real data, so demand

is estimated using port throughput data and data obtained from the annual reports of

Maersk. Furthermore, costs for different types of ships and sailing speeds are estimated

using data obtained from Lachner & Boskamp (2011), Francesetti & Foschi (2002) and

Notteboom (2006). The data can be found in Electronic Supplementary Material A.

4.1. Reference network

We define a reference network to which the best obtained networks (i.e. the networks

with highest profits) can be compared. In the reference network, no feeder services are

included. Comparing our best networks to a reference network will give some information

on the performance of the obtained networks. The routes of the reference network can be

found in Electronic Supplementary Material B.

The original Maersk route network, on which the data is based, is used as reference

network. The network consist of nine routes. On each route a few ships with different
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capacities are sailing to serve the demand. In our study, a route is served by ships of the

same size and each ship size is a multiple of 1000 TEU. Therefore, we round the average

capacities of the ships used on a route of the Maersk service network to the nearest multiple

of 1000 TEU that is larger than the average to obtain the capacities of the reference

network. The profit of the reference network can be determined after using the speed-

optimization method and the cargo-routing model and is 1.707 billion USD. However, the

capacities of the ships sailing on the reference network are fixed as explained above, while

the liner shipping company is allowed to choose ships from an available set in our method.

Thus, a comparison between our method and the reference network is not completely fair.

Therefore, we used a simple improving heuristic to improve the allocated ships on the

reference networks, such that the fleet satisfies the same restrictions as imposed in our

method. In this heuristic, we first determine the optimal ship capacity on each route

of the reference network, without taking the fleet restrictions imposed in this research

into account. Thereafter, we make the allocation of ships to routes feasible by reducing

the size of the ships on the routes for which the profit decrease is smallest. Finally, we

repeatedly try to reduce the ship capacity on one of the routes until this is not possible

anymore without causing a decrease in profit. The improved network has a profit of 1.772

billion USD, which is already an increase of 3.8% compared to the reference network with

fixed capacities.

4.2. Characteristics of the best networks

Table 1 first shows the overall characteristics of the reference network and the best

networks obtained using the described method with different numbers of cluster. We

performed our methods with different number of clusters obtained from the aggregation

step in order to investigate the importance of choosing the right number of clusters. Less

clusters will result in lower computational time of the cargo-routing model, but a larger

feeder network. Thus, by comparing different numbers of clusters, a trade off can be made

between performance and computational time. The best network is found when including

only ten clusters and results in a profit of 1.953 billion USD, which is an increase of 14.4%

compared to the reference network and an increase of 10.2% compared to the improved

reference network. The increase in profit is the result of a cost reduction. The total

demand delivered and the revenue in the best networks are lower than in the reference

network, but the routes are more cost efficient. Note that we only consider ship-related

costs and revenues in this model. In reality, liner shipping companies will also face other

types of costs. However, it is difficult to estimate these non-ship-related costs, so we

leave them out of consideration here. Furthermore, we only use estimates on demand,

revenue and costs in this research. Since these data are highly sensitive to fluctuations,

the increase in profit can change over time.
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Reference 8 10 12 15

network clusters clusters clusters clusters

Profit in billion USD 1.707 1.910 1.953 1.927 1.837

Revenue in billion USD 7.015 5.797 6.516 6.750 6.620

Cost in billion USD 5.307 3.895 4.563 4.823 4.783

Fraction demand delivered 0.832 0.669 0.739 0.793 0.777

Computational time in seconds 215.7 88.6 103.9 135.3 210.7

Main network

Capital and operating cost in billion USD 1.150 0.840 0.952 1.077 1.039

Fuel cost in billion USD 1.453 1.064 1.174 1.338 1.316

Port cost in billion USD 0.189 0.140 0.160 0.211 0.194

Handling cost in billion USD 1.972 1.585 1.753 1.880 1.843

Transhipment cost in billion USD 0.544 0 0.100 0 0.035

Total liner cost in billion USD 5.307 3.630 4.139 4.506 4.426

Fleet size 91 64 71 80 79

Number of routes 9 6 7 7 7

Average number of ports per route 16.4 18.0 17.7 19.3 21.3

Distance traveled in nm 191,754 136,041 145,719 164,680 163,266

Feeder network

Capital and operating cost in million USD 40.200 59.925 48.300 51.750

Fuel cost in million USD 35.153 61.520 43.399 41.648

Port cost in million USD 21.840 27.300 26.520 25.740

Handling cost in million USD 167.849 275.950 199.383 237.297

Transhipment cost in million USD 0 0 0 0

Total feeder cost in million USD 265.042 424.694 317.602 356.434

Fleet size 12 16 14 15

Number of routes 12 16 14 15

Average number of ports per route 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.2

Distance traveled in nm 21,469 27,555 25,729 22,259

Fraction of cargo on feeder network 0.148 0.220 0.149 0.180

Table 1: Characteristics of the best networks

The lower part of Table 1 shows some characteristics of the main and feeder routes of

the best networks and the main routes of reference network. First note that compared

to the reference network, the number of ships decreases in the best network with ten

clusters, because the use of a feeder network leads to a more efficient use of ships. In the

best network, only seven routes are included compared with nine in the reference network.

Since, the number of ships needed for a route equals the round tour time, this will already

lead to a significant reduction in the fleet size. The feeder services are all designed in

such a way that they will have a round tour time of one week, so only one ship per feeder

service is needed. Furthermore, the ships on the feeder network are in general smaller
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than the ships on the main network. Therefore, the capital, operating and fuel costs on

the feeder network are much lower than on the main network. Thus, by using smaller

ships for the feeder network, a cost reduction in the ship costs will be obtained. The best

networks with twelve and fifteen clusters have a larger fleet than the reference network,

but because the ship costs on the feeder network are lower, the total ship costs of these

networks are still lower than for the reference network.

Note that the total feeder costs of the best network with twelve clusters are lower than

those corresponding to the best network obtained when using fifteen clusters. One would

expect the total feeder costs to decrease when the number of included clusters increases

as less ports have to be served on the feeder network. However, from Table 1 we can

conclude that in both case 48 port visits are made on the feeder network (15 · 3.2 = 48

and 14 · 3.4 ≈ 48). For instances with more clusters, the initial main routes will probably

contain more ports and thus more port combinations. Then, the average load on a route

is also probably higher, which makes it more difficult to add noncentral ports to the main

routes. Furthermore, less cargo can be allocated to the main route when a noncentral

port is added to that route. Therefore, the total amount of cargo transhipped over the

main routes is larger, which increases the feeder handling costs. We can indeed observe

from the table that more handling costs are incurred in the instance with fifteen clusters

than in that with twelve clusters.

Similarly, the total feeder costs of the best network with eight clusters is lower than

the feeder costs in all other best networks. This time however, the fraction of demand

delivered is also much lower than in the other networks. With less clusters, the initial

routes are smaller and some ports are not visited at all on the best networks. Therefore,

less cargo has to be transported over the feeder network and consequently less feeder costs

are incurred.

It follows from Table 1 that a large cost reduction is obtained in the transhipment cost

compared to the reference network. By clustering ports, less ports are included in the main

route network and thus less transhipment movements are needed. However, additional

handling costs on the feeder network are incurred, but in total the handling costs decrease,

also since less demand is satisfied on the best networks than on the reference network.

In the table, also the fraction of cargo that is transported over the feeder network is

given. Since each container can be transported twice over the feeder network (once from

the origin port to the central port of the origin cluster and once from the central port

of the destination cluster to the destination port), this fraction can vary between 0 and

2. The fraction of cargo transported over the feeder network gives some indication on

the average transit times of containers in the network. Cargo that is only transported

over the main network will in general have lower transit times than cargo that has to be
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transhipped to the feeder network. Furthermore, the total distance travelled on the main

network combined with the fleet size also give an indication of the average transit times

in the network. If routes are shorter, less ships are needed and the travel times between

two ports on the same route will on average be lower than when larger routes are used.

Finally, the transhipment costs also give an indication of the average transit time. If more

transhipment moves are needed, the transit times will generally be higher. Combining

these three indicators, we can conclude from the table that the best networks obtained

with eight and twelve clusters probably have lower average transit times than the best

networks obtained with ten and fifteen clusters. In the networks with eight and twelve

clusters, no transhipment moves take place on the main network and the fraction of cargo

that is transported over the feeder network is also significantly lower than for the other

networks. Furthermore, the network with eight clusters also has the smallest fleet size

and distance travelled, so this network will probably perform best with respect to average

transit time.

The computational times are given in seconds for the reference network and in seconds

per iteration for the best network. In one iteration, the profit of all twenty route networks

in the set is determined and a new set is made. The composite algorithm is stopped

after eight hours of computational time in which an average improvement of 12% is found

compared to the best initial network. The best network with ten clusters has both the

highest profit and one of the lowest average computational times per iteration. Therefore,

performing the methods with ten initial port clusters is preferred in this study. Fur-

thermore, it can be seen that including too many clusters can have a negative effect on

the performance. From Table 1, it follows that the computational time per iteration of

the method increases when more port clusters are considered. Thus, less iterations can

be performed in the maximum computational time and the profit of the best network

obtained with fifteen clusters is 5.9% lower than the highest profit found with only ten

clusters.

4.3. Best network

The routes of both the main and the feeder network of the best obtained route network

can be found in Electronic Supplementary Material D. The reference network only consists

of a main route network, so all ports are at least visited once on a main route. However,

not all ports are visited on a main route in the best network. First, the ports in Japan are

not visited anymore on the main route. Many ports in China are visited on a main route,

but ships have to cross the ocean to visit ports in Japan. Because China is the turning

point of the route, the crossing distance should be covered twice when ports in Japan are

included in the main routes. Therefore, it is quite logical that the ports in Japan are only

visited on the feeder services.
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Many ports in Southern Europe are located in a cove, so that a lot of additional

distance has to be covered to visit these ports on the main routes. Again, it is then

logical that these ports are not visited on the main routes, but are fully served by the

feeder network, since smaller and cheaper ships are used on the feeder routes.

Finally, some ports, for example Taipei, are not visited on the main route because they

are relatively small. The additional distance that has to be covered to visit these ports is

not very large (Taipei is located near Kaohsiung, which is visited on some main routes).

However, since they are small ports, the additional costs incurred by adding them to a

main route, will probably not be covered by the decrease in feeder costs.

Ports are mainly visited in geographical order on the routes in the best network found.

However, sometimes small deviations from the geographical order are observed. These

deviations are caused by the cargo flows. For example, on one of the routes first Ningbo

is visited and thereafter respectively Qingdao, Busan, Xingang, Dalian and Shanghai. All

these ports belong to the cluster with central port Shanghai. The geographical order would

be Busan-Dalian-Xingang-Qingdao-Shanghai-Ningbo. Thus, for example, the location of

Ningbo in the obtained route deviates from the geographical order. This can be explained

in the following way. The method that adds ports to the main routes determines the best

location to place a port on the existing route. The best location is defined as the location

where the highest increase in profit can be obtained. The additional distance that has

to be sailed is part of the decision, because additional costs are incurred when more

distance has to be covered. However, the optimal place to add a port to the main route

depends also on the reduction of the costs that can be obtained. A cost reduction can be

obtained by reallocating cargo to the main routes, such that transhipment costs to the

feeder services are saved. We have seen that the amount of cargo that can be loaded in

the added port on the main route is bounded when a port is placed before the central

port of the cluster, while the amount of cargo unloaded from the main route is bounded

when the port is visited after the central port of the cluster. Thus, although the optimal

geographical location of Ningbo would be after Shanghai, it can be more profitable to

visit Ningbo before Shanghai when much cargo with destination Ningbo is on the ship.

4.4. Uncertain demand

The best networks are found using a given origin-destination demand matrix, while the

reference network is probably constructed with other (uncertain) demand data. Thus, the

comparison between the reference network and the best networks found in this case study,

will not be completely fair. Therefore, we created ten instances with randomly generated

origin-destination demand data, where each origin-destination pair has demand between

80% and 120% of the given demand matrix. For each of these ten instances, we solved the

cargo-routing model for the reference network and for the best network (with ten clusters).
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The average demand of the ten test cases is 0.2% higher than in the original scenario.

The reference network has on average an increase in profit of 0.9% with respect to the

reference network with given demand over these ten instances, while the profit increase of

the best network is on average 0.8%. Also, the standard deviation of the profit does not

differ that much: 1.0% for the reference network against 1.4% for the best network. These

figures indicate that the best network is a bit more volatile for changes in the demand,

but they do not suggest that the method is very sensitive to the used demand matrix.

5. Conclusion

In this study methods to solve the combined fleet-design, ship-scheduling and cargo-

routing problem are developed. Thereto, an aggregation method is proposed, which ag-

gregates ports into port clusters to reduce the size of the problem. Thereafter, initial route

networks are constructed and a linear programming formulation (cargo routing model)

is introduced that can be used to solve the cargo-routing problem to optimality. The

number of clusters is chosen based on the computational time of the model. In our study,

eight to fifteen clusters are appropriate to work with. The design of the clusters is based

on the geographical location of the ports.

After the results are obtained in clustered ports, they have to be disaggregated again

in individual port results. Some methods are developed and explained in this study. In

these methods, a distinction is made between main services and feeder services. The feeder

services are used to transport the cargo from the cluster centers to the other ports in the

cluster. In first instance, only cluster centers can be part of the main service network.

However, other ports are added to the main routes when this is profitable. Furthermore,

we try to decrease the ship capacities on the feeder services in the proposed methods.

The above methods can be used to determine the profit of a certain route network.

Then, methods are given to change existing networks into new networks, which can again

be solved using above methods. We considered different numbers of port clusters obtained

from the aggregation method, to investigate the importance of selecting the right number

of clusters. When less clusters are considered, the average computational time per itera-

tion reduces and the performance increases. The best results are obtained when ten port

clusters are included, while including fifteen clusters results in more than 5% less profit

in our case study.

The best network found using the overall model in our case study gives an improvement

of 14.4% compared to the reference network. However, in the reference network, the used

fleet is fixed, while we construct a new fleet under some restriction in our methods.

Therefore, we also compare the best network to the reference network with improved

ship capacities on the routes. The profit of the best network is 10.2% higher than the
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profit of this reference network with improved fleet. The increase in profit is the result

of a cost reduction obtained when integrating liner shipping network design. However,

since we only consider ship-related costs and revenues and the data is highly sensitive to

fluctuations, the profits of the liner shipping company for both the reference network and

the best network will be lower in reality. The percentage of improvement will then also

be lower.

The reference network only consists of a main service network. Therefore, all ports

are visited on at least one of the main routes. However, in the best obtained network in

our case study not all ports are visited on a main route anymore. There are basically

three possible reasons for this. When the last ports before a turning port are noncentral

ports in a network, the distance from the central port to these ports has to be covered

twice when these ports are added to a main route. Thus, these ports can probably better

be visited on a (cheaper) feeder route. Furthermore, some ports are located in a cove.

The additional distance that has to be traveled to visit these ports can therefore become

large. In this case, it is probably more profitable to serve these ports on feeder routes

instead of a main route. Finally, some ports have very little demand. For these ports,

the additional costs of visiting these ports on a main route are higher than the maximum

reduction in costs that can be obtained. Therefore, these ports can also better be visited

on a feeder route.

In our case study, the order in which the ports are visited on the main routes in the best

obtained network corresponds most of times to the geographical order. Some deviations

can be found, because ports are afterwards added to the main routes. The amount of

cargo that can maximally be (un)loaded in a port that is added to a main route depends

on whether the port is added before or after the central port of the cluster. Therefore, it

can be more profitable to add a port after the central port of the cluster, even when the

geographical order implies that the port should be added before the central port and vice

versa.

Finally, the reference network is probably constructed with other (uncertain) demand,

so we constructed ten scenarios with uncertain demand and compared the difference in

performance of the reference network and the best obtained profit. In our study, the ref-

erence network and best network react comparable to changes in demand for the scenario,

so this does not seem to be a large issue.

Only intra-regional demand is considered in this study, but it is possible to add also

regional demand in the model. The idea behind the methods will stay the same when

regional demand is included. The regional demand will not be considered in the methods

discussed in the improvement steps. Because the revenue of the regional demand will be

relatively low compared to intra-regional demand (because the distance between origin and
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destination is much smaller), this will hardly influence the performance of the methods.
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